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Abstract: Our work aims at managing the actions of living agents on knowledge models. This management must be
both prescriptive (access rights) and descriptive (actions history). Through the state of the art, we can see that the issue
is still open, particularly for the descriptive part and when groups and knowledge are dynamic. Some of these problems
seem to be solved by our model based on the metaphor of passports, visas and entry stamps.
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The understanding of humans by humans
through computers (Computer supported cooperative
work).

INTRODUCTION
We aim at building a Semantic Web in a broad sense.
In other words, we aim at tightening the relations
between documents and knowledge models, shared on
a world wide medium. Among the related works, we
can distinguish three approaches:

We coined this third approach as the “SocioSemantic Web” [Cahier et al], and this is the research
direction we try to follow. This approach is related to
the trend saying that the novelty of information
technology is in the change of media which summons
new ways of human reasoning. As writing summons a
“graphical reason” [Goody], information technology
summons a “computational reason” [Bachimont].
Hence, an information system is not a “representation”
but a “dynamic writing to interpret” [Bachimont].

The understanding of humans by computers
(Artificial intelligence),
The understanding of computers by computers
(Interoperability),

Figure 1. Extract from a Hypertopic use: Multi-viewpoints
modelling of the open source domain.
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Figure 2. Two implementations of the Hypertopic model: Agorae and Porphyry.
We could wonder whether the different trends in
the Semantic Web have consequences on the tools or
only on the use. As for their inventors, the Semantic
Web needs an “ontology” to be implemented. In this
context, “ontology” stands for a consensual
knowledge model of the domain. The problem is that
in most of the domains there are several conflicting
“ontologies”. An explanation could be that the way
knowledge is built in expert professions (Medicine,
Law, Engineering, Humanities…) is not consensual
but dialectic. To be called “an expert”, one has to get
distant from the academic knowledge (s)he learnt.
Therefore, in a Socio-Semantic Web, having different
viewpoints is not against the expression of semantics.
On the contrary, it reveals a sense building activity.

local). But did it get an answer?

Expressing different viewpoints is essential to the
Socio-Semantic Web. To do this, the emerging
community has proposed a modelling language by the
name of “Hypertopic” (cf. Figure 1.). This language is
implemented in two working prototypes: Agorae1
[Cahier & Zacklad] and Porphyry2 [Bénel et al, 2001]
[Bénel et al, 2002] (cf. Figure 2.).

However, if the authentication and the accounting
were quickly controlled by standards5, the attempts
concerning the authorization6 specified only the
protocol of authorization server and not the
management and the structuring of rights.

1. Is it already solved?
In Internet, rigorously standardized by the IETF4, we
could think that identifiers (called identities!)
management is solved by the AAA paradigm:
authentication is proving “that someone (or
something) is truly who (or what) they claim to be?”
(e.g. by cryptography);
authorization is defining “what someone (or
something) is allowed - and not allowed- to do?”;
accounting is keeping track of what everyone (or
everything) do.

It remains to see how the various local and
distributed multi-user environments tried to solve
these questions.

Experimenting on these prototypes has stressed a
new problem. Because viewpoints are made by
thinking agents (persons or communities), it would be
probably senseless to manage viewpoints without
managing those agents and their interactions with the
system. The question is not really about how to model
the agents’ influence on knowledge3 but what we
should model.

For that, we chose a reading grid borrowing from
grammarians the concepts of subject, verb and object.
Although the representation modes seem to be
strongly different from one environment to another,
they are subsumed by a rather simple model [Shen &
Dewan] in which a function associates to any triplet
(subject, verb, object) a value from {granted, denied,
unspecified} (cf. Figure 3.).

In a way, this question has been raised for a long
time about multi-user systems (either distributed or

1

Agorae demonstration: <http://www.yeposs.org/>
Porphyry download:
<http://www.porphyry.org/prototypes/expert/>
3
Nested conceptual graphs, modal logics…
2

4

IETF: Internet Engineering Task Force.
IETF RFC 2138 and IETF RFC 2139 (Radius).
6
RFC 3588 (Diameter).
5
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Figure 3. Different representations of subjects, verbs and objects
associations in multi-users environments. a) protection matrix, b) access
control list, c) capacity list.
systems, and generally in computer systems, assumes
and adopts a prescriptive goal. It is stuck to protect
privacy and to avoid malicious acts and errors. We can
oppose to this prescriptive goal a descriptive one that
tries to ensure objects authenticity (in a philological
meaning).

1.1. Situational Clues
One of the most known examples of this model is
given by Unix in a simplified version. For each object
(i.e. for each file, this article will not deal with
semaphores, the other object type in UNIX), only
three subjects are considered (the user himself, the
group and the others). The creation date is also stored
for each object. One would be tempted to believe that
the main clues concerning the situation are present:
“Who said what? Whom? When?”. The conditions
seem to allow the human readers interpretation.

Computer systems are often claimed to bring trust,
mutual awareness and filtering on digital objects. But
how could we ensure all of these without knowing a
bit more about the subjects who made them?
Even if the problem of describing subject-verbobject relations were solved, the issue of structuring
subjects and verbs would remain outstanding.

As the execution of the chown command can
change the file "user" (if it is carried out by the
starting user), it is impossible to consider the “user” as
the “author of a document”. It would be a document
falsification. This indicates that the user concept is
related to the object owner and not to the object
author.

1.2. Structuring Subjects
In multi-user environments, the first attempts at
structuring the subjects aimed at managing generic
subjects in order to simplify access control. Those
generic subjects are called "roles" or "fields". In
today’s content management systems (CMS), it is

This example, still simple and self-evident, brings
heavy consequences. Subjects’ management in Unix

Figure 4. Using “roles” (Multics rings) to structure subjects.
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Figure 5. Using Unix group to structure subjects.

possible to represent the fact that the ICD Lab is
included both in the CNRS Institution and in the UTT
University.

usual to see roles like "reader", "writer", "editor",
"manager" (cf. Figure 4). Like the eight Multics
"rings", roles are defined as access rights sets, which
overlap from the most permissive to the strictest
[Schroeder & Saltzer]. In several systems, when a user
fears to do errors, he may change to a stricter role (on
the fly or at logging time).

Moreover, for architectural reasons, the object
modelling the user cannot be referred in another
directory. For instance, if the user "L’Hédi Zaher" is
registered in UTT’s LDAP7 directory and is the CNRS
one, it will be modelled by two completely distinct
and independent objects. In the same example, it
would be also impossible to search for the “TechCICO PhD students”. Let us note that the
interconnection of directories, even if it were solved
from the technological point of view, would not be
without posing ethical and legal problems (cf. the
French law on “Data processing and Freedom”).

The principal defect of this approach is to structure
subjects as if we structured verbs on objects. Not only
subject, verb and object cannot be considered anymore
as independent dimensions, but also, we get a cyclic
definition of the access rights.
Another curious organization of the subjects is
given by the dichotomy root / user on Unix. The
conscientious administrator of a Unix system will
have to change identity according to the task to be
carried out. Moreover, two system administrators will
share the same root account. This quasi-schizoid
behaviour could be explained by the ambiguity
between structuring subjects and structuring verbs or
objects. Besides, this ambiguity is present on the first
reference on the tree-like file systems [Daley &
Neumann] where authors wrote about a file
organization in directories (yellow pages of people)
and not in folders (documents container). Indeed, the
first structured file system had on only one level
which distinguished private spaces from public space
[Tannenbaum]. Just as the term “directory” is still
used, confusion between the structuring of the objects
and that of the subjects seems to remain.

1.3. Structuring verbs
Many are the multi-user environments for which the
structuring of verbs is based on the Unix composition
of the elementary verbs: “to read”, “to write”, “to
execute”. Despite they look like Turing’s machine
operations, are we sure these verbs are atomic? Is their
list exhaustive? In fact, this list existed in Multics. At
the time, the list contained a fourth verb: “to append”,
i.e. "to write at the end of the file". In other words, this
verb is now implicitly included in the verb “to
write”… just as the verb “to delete”. The expressivity
of the model is consequently extremely reduced. It is
undoubtedly better, as in a certain number of FTP
servers, to assign rights on each command which the
protocol offers.

A more interesting way to structure subjects is
based on user groups. Each user may belong to several
groups. A rather awkward illustration is given by
Unix. But the lack of structure among groups is really
a problem. It is impossible for instance to tell, once
and for all, that every member of the “Tech-CICO
team” is member of the “ICD" (cf. Figure 5.).

Another reproach with the verbs structuring model
in Unix is to use the same elementary verbs for
directories and files. It is counter-intuitive to say that
executing a directory stands for opening it.
Moreover, we have to keep the same number of
actions for different types of object. It worth noting
the object oriented solution which Zope offers. The
constructor of each class of object defines methods

As for the naming model of LDAP8 (RFC 2253),
it preserves the users’ multi-membership principle
while structuring the groups in a tree (cf. Figure. 6).
However, several problems remain. First of all, the
tree structure prevents from defining a group in the
intersection of two others. For instance, it will not be

7
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Figure 6. Structuring persons and groups with LDAP directory.
For the team of Thomas Hermann, four characteristics
must be taken into account [Hermann et al]:

exposed to users, corresponding to potentially allowed
elementary operations. These verbs depend then on
the type of object and are completely customisable
(for instance within the framework of a workflow: to
validate, to sign, to accept, to increment).

the position in the hierarchy, in a logic of
differentiation and responsibility (however the rules
and the memberships are dynamic),

2. What would we need?

the function, because the hierarchy is always
adapted according to the circumstances (more or less
unconsciously),

2.1. Identities Building
In the preceding section, we did a survey of
identifiers’ management in multi-user environments
and highlighted how they mismatched with the needs
of cooperating human beings. This can be explained
by the inadequacy of Smith’s work model to the
mental activities of sense making [Zacklad].

the behaviour corresponding to “the role
interpretation” during the task,
the sanction of a variation between the observed
behaviour and the behaviour awaited by the group.
The sanction can be negative (exclusion...) or positive
(momentary acceptance, recognition of the new role).

Indeed, instead of being based on a technical
division of work as a productivity guarantee, the
mental activity seems to require a kind of redundancy
of the actors, cooperation, and debate. Such activities
also require redefining the concept of “problem
solving”. Indeed, the problem situation, its statement,
and even the problem itself are not any more given
“data”, but are built progressively. In particular,
mental activities do not only produce a deliverable but
also forge the identities of people and the involved
communities. Such framework generates instability.
On the one hand, each person belongs systematically
at several (conflicting) communities. On the other
hand, the person permanently seeks unity. From this
instability, emerges a constant evolution of personal
and community identities (fusion, articulation,
negotiation, alliance).

3. What do we propose?
In the preceding section, we saw a few sociological
notions about identity management. We do not want to
reduce these complex notions to software artefacts,
but they can be an inspiring conceptual frame.
In order to build a more precise model, we will
draw a metaphor to a real world organizational object
which is known to work with many actors and for a
long time: the passport. Contrary to its recent use by a
well-known software editor, this metaphor might bring
a real conceptual shift in identifier management (cf.
Figure 7).

2.2. Redefining the “role” notion

Then, we shall list the main characteristics of our
“passport model” and illustrate each of them with an
example from a university information system.

Some current works also propose for information
technologies a concept of "role" which is more
sociological than the traditional set of access rights.

As an example, some people from our University
need to access to the knowledge models of a workshop
and a project. Their “passport” is issued by the
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Figure 7. Identities management model based on the passport
metaphor [UML Class diagram].

university administration, in order to be used by the
managers of the knowledge models.

work, not to use a server for something it is not
supposed to be used for, and to preserve our private
life (cf. Figure 9).

A passport is made by an authority for other ones.
As an example, some people from our University need
to access to the knowledge models of a workshop and
a project. Their “passport” is issued by the university
administration, in order to be used by the managers of
the knowledge models (cf. Figure 8).

Figure 9. A person can have different passports
from different emitting authorities
A passport is a temporary mark of trust. It must be
regularly renewed (so that it cannot be illegally used
by others for a long time and because there can be no
mutual trust if there is no possibility of sanction). For
example a university can have confidence in a student
while he is in this university because the
administration knows that in case of any fault he
commits, it will be able to take disciplinary measures
but in the case of a student who has finished his
studies, it will not be possible to sanction him. To
avoid this kind of problem, his account will not be
renewed if he is not going to be registered at the
university again cf. (Figure 10).

Figure 8. A passport is made by an authority for
other ones.
A person can have different passports from
different emitting authorities or (in very special cases)
depending on the receiving authorities (because some
authorities trust some authorities more than others).
As an example, we can have a job account and a few
personal accounts in order not to get disturbed at
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in their writing (cf. Figure 15).

Figure10. A passport is a temporary mark of trust.
Sometimes passports are sufficient (depending on
the border and on the issuer of the passport). But in
this case, controls and negative sanctions could be
carried out later. For instance, the university gives online access to some expensive magazines to all its
members (students and staff). This means that the only
fact to have a passport from the university gives the
access to read those magazines (cf. Figure 11).
Figure 12. Groups can be built by members
themselves.

Figure 11. Passports May be sufficient.
People can travel with several groups. Groups can
be built by the members themselves (not by the country
they came from). For example, groups can be built
freely in the university (independently from the
administration and from one another) (cf. Figure 12).

Figure 13. When a visa is given to a group, the
issuing authority accepts the group as listed.

When a visa is given to a group, the issuing
authority accepts the group as listed. For instance, a
teacher can give access to his (her) handouts by setting
a visa for a group defined by the doctoral school (cf.
Figure 13).
The visa is a temporary mark of trust. As an
example, exercises solutions should not be available
from a year to another, but only when the students
have already tried to make the exercises alone (cf.
Figure 14).
The history of visas is kept. By reading this history,
we could learn for example that students have been
lately authorized to read the administrative reports,
and even that students representative are now involved

Figure 14. The visa is a temporary mark of trust.
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regards to subjects, but, in order to avoid an infinite
regression, we do not store the history of subjects.
Will it be enough? It would have been also interesting
to have an identity delegation feature, but we still do
not have a model for this. Last but not least, if we can
really record the history of every operation done in the
socio-semantic web, we will need powerful
visualization techniques soon to get synthetic view of
this history.
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